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1. Introduction
In this paper, we discuss recurrence of a 1-dimensional reinforced random walk.
This walk was first introduced by Diaconis and was generalized by Davis [3]. Here,
we follow Davis' formulation. The transition mechanism of this walk is as follows.
First, at each edge [7, j + 1], we assign an initial weight w(0, j). If the walk starts at
a site k € Z, then after a unit of time it will jump to its nearest neighbor sites k — 1,
k + 1 with probabilities;
mι * - i ι χ o - * ] = U'((U~1)
After the first jump, the weight of the edge just crossed by the walk is increased and
weights of other edges are left unchanged. Let {tu(l, j)}jez be the new weights of
edges at time 1. Then we have ιu(l, j) = w(0, j) if the edge [7, j + 1] is not crossed
by the walk at the first jump. At each time the walk crosses an edge, the weight of
this edge is increased. Thus, if w(n, j) stands for the weight of an edge [7, j + 1] at
time n, then transition probabilities are defined by
l = n
= 1 - P[X
n+l =jn-l |(*0, . . . , Xn) = (70, , Λ)
w(nj
n
 -
We call this process a reinforced random walk.
We remark that the walk is the same as the one Diaconis introduced when each
increase of weights w(n, j) is equal to one for every 7 € Z and initial weights are all
equal to one. The precise definition of a reinforced random walk is given in Section
2.
Davis discussed in [3] recurrence of a reinforced random walk mainly under the
condition that (i) the weight process [w(n, 7*)}7€z is of sequence type, and (ii) initial
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weights are all equal to one. One of our aim of this paper is to extend his results to
matrix type weight processes. This was possible by the help of Rubin's construction
used in [8]. Another aim of this paper is related to Theorem 3.1 of [3]. It is shown
that almost surely the walk is not transient if the initial weights are all equal to one
regardless of the increase mechanism of the weights. We want to know under what
condition on the initial weights we can observe transience of the walk. This is not
easy to answer, and it seems that conditions on the initial weights and increase mech-
anism both contribute to the asymptotic behavior of the walk. Only in the case of the
walk introduced by Diaconis with general initial weights, we can give necessary and
sufficient conditions for recurrence and transience. To our surprise, these conditions are
just the same as in non-reinforced case.
In Section 2, we give definitions and notations. In Section 3, we show that a path
of a reinforced random walk with arbitrary initial condition is recurrent, transient or
of finite range almost surely. Specially, if a path is not recurrent or transient, then the
path eventually stays only one edge and goes back and forth there. In Section 4, we
discuss recurrence of a Diaconis walk. We will give a recurrence criterion of a Dia-
conis walk in terms of initial weights. This is possible by means of Pemantle's repre-
sentation of a Diaconis walk using a random walk in a random environment (see [7]).
In the final section, we try to prove the law of large numbers; X
n
/n -+ 0 as n -> oo
under a slightly more general condition than the condition that all initial weights are
equal to one, which is the case Davis treated.
2. Definitions
Let A = {X
n
}
n
>o be a sequence of integer valued random variables and [w] =
(w(n, j)}n>ojez be a matrix of positive random variables all defined on some proba-
bility space (Ω, Q, P). Let Q
n
 be the sub-σ-field σ{X
m
, w(m, j) \ 0 < m < n, j e Z)
for every n e N.
We define a reinforced random walk as a pair ( X , [w]) on the probability space
(Ω, G, P) satisfying the following two conditions.
(i) For all n > 0, j e Z,
(2.1) w(n + \, j)-w(n, 7) > 0 a.s.
with equality if (X
n
, X
n
+\) is not either (y, j + 1) or (j + 1, j).
(ii) For all n > 0, j e Z,
(2.2) P[X
n
+ι = 7 + 1 I X
n
 = 7, ft,] = , . ' < , ., a.s.,
w(n,j - l) + tϋ(«,./)
p(x
n+l = j-ι\xn = j , gn\ = w(n'J~λ} a.s.w(n, j — l) + u;(w, j )
In the present paper, we abbreviate reinforced random walk to RRW.
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We say that the walk X crosses [7,7 + 1] in a time interval [n, n + 1], if X
n
 =
7, X
n
+ι = 7 + 1 or X
n
 = j + 1, X
n
+\ = 7. For / > 0 and j e Z, define υ(/, 7) as
w(n, j) if one can find smallest integer n satisfying that (XQ, ... , X
π
) crosses the edge
[7» 7 + 1] I times. We say that the walk X is of matrix type if there is a matrix A -
[a(m, 7)}
m
>ι,;ez of non-negative numbers such that
(2.3) υ(/, 7) = tu(0, 7) + 2 0 ( m , 7) a.s.
m=l
for every / > 0, j € Z. We call A a reinforcing matrix. We say that the walk X is of
sequence type if there is a sequance a = {α(m)}
m
>ι of non-negative numbers such that
υ(/, 7) = tυ(0, 7 ) + α(m) a.s.
m=l
for every / > 0, j € Z. We call 3 a reinforcing sequence. In particular, if a(m) = 1 for
every m > 1, we call the walk X a Diaconis walk.
Let Φ : (0, oo)NU{0} -> (0, oo] be given by
(2.4)
for every infinite dimensional positive vector a - {α(fc)}j£o This function plays an
important role in this paper. We write column vectors α7 = {a(n, 7*)}n>o, «7> =
{αr(2«, 7)}
n
>o, α/> = [a(2n + l,7)}
π
>o and initial weights vectors u>+ = {w(0, 7)}7>o»
i&_ = {w(0, -7 - !)}7>o Let (^?, [w]) be a RRW. Define τ(y, /) as the /-th hitting
time at 7, that is,
τ(7, / + 1) = inf{n > τ(7, /) | X
w
 = 7} for / € N.
For simplicity, we put τy = τ ( j , 1).
Throughout this paper, we understand that if a > b, Σl
= ! for every sequence {α(n)}
n
>0.
3. Recurrence of a RRW in general
In this section, we discuss asymptotic behavior of X
n
 as n — > oo, in particular,
recurrence of a matrix type X . We call the path X recurrent if for every j e Z, X
n
visits 7 infinitely often. We call the path X transient if for every j G Z, X
n
 visits 7
only finitely many times. If there exist α < β such that a < X
n
 < β for all n, then we
say that the path X has finite range. We want to know under what condition we can
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tell recurrence, transience or finiteness of the range of our RRW. Using the function Φ
and column vectors Vj - {υ(/, 7)}/>0, defined by (2.4) and (2.3), Sellke ([8]; Theorem
6) proved the next theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Sellke). Let ($, [w]) be a matrix type RRW with a matrix A. If
Φ(Vj) = oo for all j e Z, then
P [ X is transient] + P[ X is recurrent] = 1.
In particular, this means that P[ X has finite range] = 0.
Thus naturally we ask the question: what is the asymptotic behavior of RRW
when Φ(υ/) < oo for some i e Z. The following theorem is our answer to this ques-
tion.
Theorem 3.2. Let ( X , [w]) be a matrix type RRW with a matrix A. If Φ(ϊ5/) <
oo for some i e Z, then
P[X is transient] + P[ X has finite range] = 1.
The above theorems tell us that the possible asymptotic behavior of the RRW is
recurrent, transient or of finite range, that is, we do not have such situation that there
exists a point such that our RRW visits each point which is to the right of this point
infinitely often, and visits each point which is to the left of this point only finitely
often.
Corollary 3.3. Let (X\ [w]) be a matrix type RRW. Then
P [ X is not recurrent, transient nor of finite range] = 0.
For the proof of Theorem 3.2, we need Rubin's theorem. To state Rubin's theo-
rem, we need some more notation. Let r = (r(n)}
n
>o and 7 = {/(n)}
π
>o be two increas-
ing sequences such that r(0) > 0 and /(O) > 0. Let S = {S(n)}
n
>o be a sequence of
random variables, each of which takes only two values u and d. The transition rule of
5 is given by
(3.1) 1 m
'
l i j
 r(m) + /(π-ιιι)'
l(n - m)
m
'
π
 r(m) + /(n — m)
for every n > 0 and w > 0, where Λ
m
,
n
 = {ω e Ω | ^{1 < / < n \ S(l) = u] = m}. We
define the following three events:
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R = {there exists some number M such that S(n) = u for all n > M },
L = {there exists some number M such that 5(n) = d for all n > M },
7 = Ω \ { / ? U L } .
Proposition 3.4 (Rubin).
1. # Φ(r) < oo and Φ(7) < oo, then we have that P[R] > 0, P[L] > 0, P[I] = 0
2. If Φ(r) < oo and Φ(7) = oo, then we have that P[R] = 1, P[L] = 0 and P[I] =
0.
2'. If Φ(r) = oo am/ Φ(7) < oo, then we have that P[R] = 0, P[L] = 1 and P[I] =
0.
3. If Φ(r) = oo and Φ(7) = oo, then we have that P[R] = 0, P[L] = 0 and P[I] = 1.
The proof of this proposition is given in [3]; 227-228.
Now, we construct a sequence 5
 7 = {S/(Λ)}π>ι from Λ for every 7 € Z in the
folloing way. If X
Γ
(;,/)+ι = 7 + 1, then we set S/(/) = M and otherwise £/(/) = J. It is
easy to see that the law of 5 y is given by (3.1) with S(n), r(m), l(n — m) replaced by
Sj(ri),rj(m),lj(n - m) for some r, = {r, (m)}
m
>0 and 7, = {//(m)}m>0. In fact, r/ and
lj are explicitly given as in the following way.
1. If j > XQ, then we can adopt r, and 7, as 37> and Vj-\,0 respectively.
2. If 7 = XQ, then we can adopt ?7 and 7/ as Ϊ7> and ϊ5j-ι,β respectively.
3. If j < XQ, then we can adopt r/ and 7, as υ7,0 and ϊ57_ι ϊ£ respectively.
Let Rj, L j , lj be events defined by
RJ - {there exists Nj e N such that if X
n
 = j, then X
n+\ = j + 1 for all n > Λf,},
L7 = {there exists Nj € N such that if Xn =7 , then Xn+\ = 7 — 1 for all n > N j } ,
Ij=a\{Rj\JLj}.
For each 7 e Z, the event /?7 (resp. L7, /_,-) corresponds to the event that S(n) is
replaced with Sj(n) in the definition of R (resp. L, /). Then, by Proposition 3.4, we
have
Corollary 3.5.
1. If Φ(Vj) < oo and Φ(υ,_ι) < oo, then we have that P[Rj] > 0, P[Lj] >
0, P[Ij] = 0 and P[Rj] + P[Lj] = 1.
2. 7f Φ(ϊ5;) < oo and Φ(υ,_ι) = oo, then we have that P[Rj] = 1, P[Lj] = 0 and
2'. If Φ(Vj) = oo and Φ(υ/_ι) < oo, then we have that P[Rj] = 0, P[Lj] = 1 and
/>[/,]= 0.
3. If Φ(Vj) = oo and Φ(υ7_ι) = oo, then we have that P[Rj] = 0, P[Lj] = 0 and
7π particular, we have
(3.2) // P[Rj] > 0, ίΛ^n αί least Φ(vj) is finite.
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(3.3) If P[Lj] > 0, then at least Φ(Vj-ι) is finite.
(3.4) If P[Ij] > 0, then both Φ(υ,_ι) and Φ(Vj) are infinite.
As a consequence, we obtain
(3.5)
(3.6)
for every j e Z.
Proof of Corollary 3.5. The statements 1, 2, 2', 3 are direct consequences of Pro-
position 3.4. We only have to note that if one of Φ(ϊ;7>), Φ(υ7>), Φ(Vj) is finite, then
all of them are finite, because a sequence Vj is increasing. (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) are
then obvious. It remains to prove (3.5) and (3.6). We show P[Rj]P[Ij+ι] = 0, which is
sufficient to show (3.5). Assume that P[Rj] > 0. Then by (3.2), we have Φ(υy) < oo.
This, together with (3.4), implies that P[Ij+\] = 0. In the same way, we can prove that
= 0. D
Before going into the proof of Theorem 3.2, we introduce a new notation. Let F
and G be subsets of Ω. We write by F d G if P[F \ G] = 0.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We may show that
(3.7) P [ [ X is not transient} Π {~£ has finite range}c] = 0.
If P[ X is not transient] = 0, then (3.7) is trivially true, and thus we may concentrate
on the case that P[ X is not transient] > 0. Then by definition, there exists a j e Z
such that P[ X visits j infinitely often] > 0. Take one of such j arbitrarily and fix it.
Let BJ = [ X visits j infinitely often}. It suffices to show that
BJ i d { X has finite range}.
We divide the set BJ into three parts, B j Π R j , B j Π L j and BjΓMj. Since P[B}] > 0,
at least one of them has positive probability.
We first show that
(3.8) BJ Π Rj c [~£ has finite range}.
It is not difficult to see that on the set BJ Π Rj, X visits j + 1 infinitely often, i.e.,
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Furthermore, on the set Bj+\ Π Rj+ι, X can not visit j infinitely often, i.e.,
Bj+ι Π Rj+\ C BCj.
By Corollary 3.5, this means that
But we have P[Bj Π Rj Π Bj+ι Π 7y+1] = 0 by (3.5). Therefore we have
Thus on the set Bj Π Rj Π Bj+\ Π L/+ι, A eventually sticks to the edge {y, y + 1}, and
goes back and forth, so X has finite range. In the same way, we obtain that
(3.9) BJ n Ly C {"? has finite range}
by using (3.6).
We will next show that
(3.10) P[Bj ;(Ί /,] = 0
under the condition that there is some i with Φ(υ/) < oo. Let us assume that there is
such an i to the right of j. Let j\ be the smallest ί > j with Φ(υ,) < oo. In this case,
we have Φ(υy,_ι) = oo, Φ(ί/,) < oo. By Corollary 3.5, we remark that
(3.11) />[*,,] = 1.
We only have to consider the case that P[Ij] > 0 since (3.10) is trivially true if not
satisfies. In this case, by Corollary 3.5, we note that Φ(ϊ;_ι) = Φ(υy) = oo. It is easy
to see that
BjΓ\Ij CBj+l.
If j + 1 < ji, then Φ(υy) = Φ(υ,+ι) = oo and therefore P[Ij+\] = 1. Thus we have that
By induction and (3.11), we obtain that
(3.12) BJ n ij c c £,-_, n /,• _, c Bh n κh .
But on BJ{ Π R j { , (3.11) tells us that almost surely X can not visit 7*1 — 1 infinitely
often. Thus we have
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Therefore P[Bj
χ
-\ Π 77 l_ι] = 0. This combined with (3.12) means that P[Bj Π /,] = 0.
If there is no i with Φ(υ,) < oo to the right of 7, then there is one to the left
of j by the assumption of Theorem 3.2, and we can argue in a similar way to obtain
that P[Bj Π /,-] = 0. D
By this proof, we have proved a stronger statement than that in Theorem 3.2.
Namely we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.6. Let ( , [w]) be a matrix type RRW. If P[ has finite range] =
1, then there are random integers N and j such that X
n
 € {7, j + 1} for every n > N.
4. Recurrence of a Diaconis Walk
In the present section, we consider recurrence of a Diaconis walk. We obtain the
following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let ( X , [w]) be a Diaconis walk.
1. If Φ(w+) < oo or Φ(w-) < oo, then
P [ X is transient] = 1.
2. If Φ(w+) = Φ(w.) = oo, then
P [ X is recurrent] = 1.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We can assume without loss of generality that XQ = 0. It suffices to prove the
following statements.
[A] If Φ(w+) < oo, then P[τ7 = oo] > 0 for every j < 0.
[A'] If Φ(u>_) < oo, then P[TJ = oo] > 0 for every j > 0.
[B] If Φ(w+) = oo, then P[τy < oo] = 1 for every j < 0.
[B'] If Φ(u>_) = oo, then P[τ7 < oo] = 1 for every j > 0.
We prepare a sequence of independent random variables θ = {0/}7ez in the following
way.
If j > 0, then θj has the beta distribution with parameters
If j = 0, then θj has the beta distribution with parameters
(w;(0,7)/2,u;(0,y-l)/2).
If j < 0, then θj has the beta distribution with parameters
Let Qj be the distribution of θj given as above and let Q = ^^^Qj- We con-
struct the Markov chain ~Z = [Z
n
(θ)}
n
>o started at ZQ = 0, with transition probability
P[Z
n+\(θ) = 7 + 1 I Zn(θ) = j] = θj for every j e Z. In this case, we can check easily
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that for every n > 0 and (y\,... , y
n
) e Zn,
= (y l f . . . , yn) \ Z0(9) =
(See [5], [7]; 1231-1233 and [3]; 226-228.)
If the environment is non-random, then by the classical difference equation meth-
od, we obtain the following result. (See [1]; 65-71.)
Lemma 4.2. Let θ = {0/}7 ez be a fixed environment and Z be the random walk
whose transition probability is defined by θj = P[Z
n+\ = j + 1 | Zn = 7]. We define
fj = p[Z
n
 = j for some n > 1 | Z0 = 0] for all j ^0. Let Ύj = (1 - 0/)/0; and we put
1. If j > 0, then we obtain that fj < 1 for θ_ < oo 0nd ίΛαί fj = 1 /or θ_ = oo.
2. T/" y < 0, f/*£Λ w^ o^tom that fj < 1 /or θ+ < oo and that fj = 1 for θ+ = oo.
Specially we remark that for all j ^ 0,
P[τj < oo I XQ = 0] = / P[Z
Π
 = j for some n > 1 | Z0 = 0] dQ.
We rewrite θ+ and θ_ as follows:
o o / 7 \ 0 0 / 7 \
Θ+ = ^ ^p (Σln[yίl) θ- = Σeχp ( - Σln[y-<] )7=1 \ / = l / 7=1 \ /=! /
and let Sj = £/
=1 ln[F,]. We first caluculate the expectation and the variance of ln[(l —
when θ has the beta distribution with parameters (a, b).
r
ι
 r
\
= \τ\[\-X]xa-l(\-x)b-{dx-Jo Jo
d ίΓ(fl
da[Γ(a
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=
 Γ(fl)Γ(fr) Γ'(a)Γ(b)
Γ(a
Thus
where ψ is the polygamma function defined by ^r(z) = Γ'(z)/Γ(z). In the similar way,
, 2
,3b
We remark
i e
' 'Γ(z) VΠz),  Γ(z)
By (4.2) and (4.3),
Γ
"(*) ,Γ(β)Γ(ft) Γ"(α)
(4.4, ______ _
From (4.1) and (4.4), we consequently obtain that
,«,
By the Weierstrass formula, we have that for every z > 0,
(4.6)
(4.7)
/=0
where x is the Euler constant. Specially we remark that ^r(z) is an increasing and con-
cave function of z > 0. Furthermore we need two facts for every z > 0:
(4.8)
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(4.9) vα + D-^ω = r1.
From (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), we have the following estimates for all z > 0 and
y >0:
(4.10) (2z
< ψ (z + ^  -
(4.1 1) ln[y] - ln[z] - y~ < ψ(y) - ψ(z) < \n[y] -
(4.12) z"1 < ^r'(z) <z~l+z~2.
Now, we show that if Φ(t&+) < oo, then Θ+ < oo almost surely. Note that V[Sj]
converges as j tends to infinitely when Φ(ϊ&+) < oo. In fact, by (4.5) and (4.12), we
have that for every j e N,
(4,3,
^ 0 (w(0, / - 1) + I)2
4
 !
ω(0, O2 I
< 4Φ(u>+) -f SίΦίiί^))2 -I-  - + - - 
 7 < oo.
^
 (u;(o,0)+l)2
Therefore since {^7}7€z are independent, 5
Π
 — ^ [5
Π
] converges almost surely by
the three series theorem. That is, almost surely we can find a constant C\ depending
on the environment such that
(4.14) Sj-E[Sj]<C{
for all j. In order to derive an upper estimate of Θ+, we need to get an upper bound
for E[Sj].
By (4.1), (4.10) and (4.11), we have
«,(0,y)
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< ln[u;(0, 0)] - ln[u;(0, j)] + — — + 2Φ(t»+)
, 0)
From (4.14) and (4.15), we obtain that
Sj < - ln[u;(0, 7)] + C2 + C\ a.s.
for all 7 > 1. Then we have that
oo
Θ+ = y^exp(57)
7=1
oo
< Σ eχp (- lniw(o, 7)i+c2
7=1
oo
= exp(Cι + €2) y^ w(0, 7*)"1 a.s.
7=1
Thus we have shown that if Φ(u>+) < oo, then Θ+ < oo almost surely. Hence by
Lemma 4.2, P[Z
n
 = 7 for some n] < 1 for every 7 < 0 for almost all environments.
This proves the statement [A].
Next, we show that if Φ(w+) = oo, then Θ+ = oo almost surely under a condition
that we can take a constant €3 > 0 such that u>(0, 7) > C^ for all 7 > 0. Note that
V[Sj] diverges as 7 tends to infinitely when Φ(u>+) = oo. In fact, by (4.5) and (4.12),
we have that for every 7 e N,
2
A 2
~ M W^ ^
Letting 7 -> oo, we obtain
We quote next form of the law of large numbers. (See [6]; 186-188.)
Lemma 4.3 (Kolmogorov). Let X = {X
n
}
n
>ι be independent random variables
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and we put Tn = ^=1 Xm. If V[Xn] < oo for every n e N and V[Tn] diverges as
n •-+ oo, then
Tn - E[Tn]
Appling this lemma, we immediately obtain that for all € > 0, there exists an
integer N such that for all j > N,
(4.16) S j > E [ S j ] - € V [ S j ]
almost surely. In order to derive a lower estimate of Θ+, we need to get a lower bound
for E[Sj] and an upper bound for V[Sj].
From the assumption, we remark that w(0, y')+ 1 < ty(0, y)(C3 + 1)/C3. By (4.1),
(4.10) and (4.11), we have
,4,7,
j
, 0)] - ln[u;(0, ;)] - In | ^ ^ | - -^ — + ^  u;(0,
^ ι=0
i=0
Moreover by (4.13) we have
j
^
ί=0
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We put Φj(w+) = Σ/^o w(0, i)""1 for every j > 0. From definition, we remark that
Φj(w+) > Φjv(w+) for all j > N > 0. From (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18), we obtain that
Sj > - ln[tu(0, 7)] + C4 + (1 - €C5)Φj(w+) a.s.
for all j > N and € > 0. Then we have that for any 0 < € < Cs"1,
00
Θ+ = ]Γexp(S,)
;=ι
oo
> ]Γ exp ( - ln[u;(0, j)] + C4 + (1 -
j=N
oo
> exp(C4) exp ((1 - €C5)ΦN(w+)) Γ tu(0, j)' = oo a.s.
Hence we finish showing that if Φ(ΐ&+) = oo, then Θ+ = oo almost surely under the
condition that w(0, 7) > €3 > 0 for all j > 0.
If we can not find such a constant Ca, then inf/>o t^(0, 7) = 0. Therefore we can
not use the previous argument. But in this case, we have the following lemma, whose
proof is just the same as Lemma 3.0 of [3]. We remark that much stronger results are
known in [4].
Lemma 4.4. Let ( X , [w]) be a RRW. If we can take C6 > 0 satisfying u;(0, /) <
C*6 for infinitely many i > 0, then for every j < 0,
P[TJ < oo] -i- P[TJ = oo and X has finite range] = 1.
However by Theorem 3.1, we obtain that P[ X has finite range] = 0. Thus we
show P[TJ < oo] = 1 for every 7 < 0. Therefore we proved the statement [B].
In the same way, we can show that if Φ(u>_) < oo, then P[τ, < oo] < 1 for
every 7 > 0, and that if Φ(u>_) = oo, then P[TJ < oo] = 1 for every 7 > 0. The proof
is left to the reader. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5. Law of Large Numbers
In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let ( X , [w]) be a sequence-type recurrent RRW with a sequence
a = [a(ri)}n>\, such that initial weights take values in a finite set {/ϊ, /2, . . . , fb] of
positive real numbers. Then we have that
1 ^Λ Λhm — =0 a.s.
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We need to use the next lemma to prove Theorem 5.1. For the proof, see [3];
214-225.
Lemma 5.2. Let (X , [ w ] ) be a matrix-type recurrent RRW with a matrix A,
starting at XQ = k > 0. Let TO be the first hitting time at 0 and set
T = #{n > 0 I Xn € (0, t), Xn+ι € [0, t], n < τ0}.
Tjf /Λere exists a positive constant Cη such that C^1 < tu(0, j) < Cη for all j e
Z, then there is a positive constant Cg, which depends on the set of initial weights
{u>(0, j)}o<j<k and the matrix A, such that
(5.1) E[τ0] > E(T] > Cg/:3/2.
This lemma corresponds to Lemma 4.9. in [3]. Although E[T] does not appear
in the statement of Lemma 4.9. in [3], it is shown in the proof that the expectation
of a smaller quantity than T is bounded from below by a constant multiple of fc3/2.
Actually, Davis obtained that
E[U] > C8*3/2
where
U = #{n > 0 I X
n
 € (0, t), X
π+1 € [0, kl Xn < Xn^n < τ0}.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let k be a positive integer and we put
ζm = #{n > 0 I X
n
 € (-mi, -(m - l)Jk), X
w+ι € [-mk, -(m - l)Jk], n < τ_mjt}
for all m > 1. The distribution of ζ
m
 depends on the set of initial weights
{tυ(0, j)}-
m
ι
c
<j<-(m-\)k and the sequence a = {α(/)}/>ι If there are numbers m > n >
0 such that ω(0, -mk + 7) = ιu(0, -nk + j) for all 0 < j < k - 1, then ζ
m
 and ζ
n
 are
i.i.d. random variables. But each u>(0, 7) takes one of the values /i, /2,.. - , Λ, and
each interval [—mk, — (m — l)k] has only fc-edges. Hence there are at most bk types of
distributions for £/'s. Let {ζι}^ be the random variables corresponding to bk possible
types of arrangement of initial weights. From (5.1) and T is replaced with £/ we can
see E[ζι] > C8,/fc3/2 for each 1 < / < bk. We put C9 = minι</<** Cg,/. Thus we obtain
the following inequality for all 1 < / < bk.
(5.2) E[ξi\ > C9k3/2
For every 1 < / < bk and n > 1, let n/ be the number of £
m
's with 1 < m < n
whose distribution is the same as that of £/. That is
nι = #{1 < m < n \ ζ
m
 = ?/ (in law)}.
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We note that £?=i «/ = n. We set J\ = {1 < / < bk \ nι -+ oo as n ->> oo}.
We define a non-random sequence {σ(/, f)}r>o for each / as
σ(/, 0 = inf{m > σ(/, t - 1) | f
 w
 = ξt (in law) for ί e N.
For simplicity, we put f/, f = £σ(/,/). For each /, {£/,/}/>! is a sequence of i.i.d. non-
negative random variables, and we can apply the law of large numbers.
Lemma 5.3 (Kolmogorov). Let X = [X
n
}
n
>\ be i.i.d. non-negative random vari-
ables and we put T
n
 - Σ"
m=l Xm. Then
T
lim — = E[T\] a.s.
n-^oo n
For the idea of proof, for example, see [2]; 126-127.
Appling this lemma, we immediately obtain the following fact for every / G J\ :
with probability 1 it holds that for every positive number δ\9 there exists some large
number Λf / € N such that for all m > M/,
(5.3)
ί=l
Because if £[f/,ι] < oo for some / e J\, then we know by Lemma 5.3. that with prob-
ability 1, for any δ\, there exists a constant M/ > 0 such that J^j £/,, > m(E[ζιj] —
<$ι) for m > Λf/, we obtain (5.3) using (5.2). If £[£/,ι] = oo for some / e J\, then
we also know that with probability 1, for every L > 0 there exists a constant Λf / > 0
such that ΣJli ?/,' ^ mL for m > MI. We choose L = C9&
3/2
 - δ\, and obtain (5.3).
If / φ /i, then n\ stays bounded as n -> oo. We set Λf/ = sup
π
>! n\ for / φ J\.
We put MO = maxι</<fc* Λf/. Note that with probability 1, MQ is finite. Let n be
given and we set J2 = Jι(n) = {1 < / < bk \ nt > M0}. Note that if / φ J\, then / ^ J2.
Then we have that
>*-(**- |/2|)Λf0
for all n, where 1/2! denotes the number of elements in J2. Given a positive number
<52, we can take "N > b
kMQ such that b
kMQ < δ2n for n > Λf, i.e., for all n > N9
(5.4)
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From (5.3) and (5.4), we obtain that for all n > N,
m=l
bk n,
/=! ί=l
>(1_,$2)(C9*3/2 -SO.
For any € > 0, we can take k sufficiently large, such that
Thus we have that for each n > N, Xm > —nk for all m satisfying 0 < m < (k/€)n.
Let us take m > kN/€ arbitrarily and let n be the smallest integer greater than me/k.
Then we have that
k k k
-N < -(n — 1) < m < -π
€ € €
and that n > N > 1. By the above argument, this means that
Xm nk nk
— > > € > —26 a.s.
m m (n — 1)&
This implies that
X
liminf —— > — 26 a.s.
m-+oo tn
In a similar way, considering τ
π
* instead of τ_
π
* we can show that
lim sup —— < 26 a.s.
Hence we proved that
lim —— = 0 a.s.
m-+oo m
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